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Abstract

L-DOPA is the standard treatment for Parkinson's disease (PD), yet its long-term use leads to L-DOPA-

induced dyskinesia (LID), characterized by disabling abnormal involuntary movements. Recent studies

in mice show that LID is associated with the hyperactivity of striatal projection neurons of the “direct

pathway” (dSPNs) and the hypoactivity of the “indirect pathway” neurons (iSPNs), but detailed

measurement of dyskinetic behavior is lacking. In this project, we introduce a novel, automated method

to quantify dyskinetic movements with unprecedented time-scale precision, combined with calcium

imaging in freely-moving mice to study striatal activity. We found distinct behavioral clusters in

dyskinetic mice, with specific subsets of dSPNs and iSPNs positively modulated for each dyskinesia

type. This semi-supervised method allows precise behavioral measurement, revealing that dyskinesia is

not explained solely by changes in average SPN activity but by specific hyperactive subsets. This

research provides insight into the neural mechanisms underlying different forms of dyskinesia in PD.
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